DX8
EXCHANGE
ROAD MAP

CAPITAL
We aim to grow our currency capitalization and
technology. With skyrocketing growth and an
initial market valuation of $ 11.7 MILLION,
DX8X is here to stay. By bringing our utility to
life, we have proved a strong use case and
foundation, even through two bearish markets.

Capital

Partners

Tech

TECH CAPABILITY

PARTNERSHIPS

Q1: Complete alpha and beta testing
Q2: Deploy to the market
Q3: Begin Point-of-Sale (POS) system
and web app development
Q4: Begin blockchain development

Using our partnershipswith ANKR, WYRE,
Transakt, and dozens of high volume cashbusinesses across world, we're an almost vertical
platform demand for order flow and cash conversion.

FEATURES
Direct purchase capability within wallet include:
bank deposit, debit card, credit card,
Apple Pay, and Google Pay.
Web 3.0, liquidity staking, swap & convert in
one click, and cross-country transfers.

Through our unique liquidity trap and smartswap-convert-send method, we're able to reassure
cash-based businesses and exchange users that their
currency converted into DX8X is primed for steady
growth, while allowing the option to quickly convert
between FIAT, USDT, and USDC, as well as
other cryptocurrencies.

RESOURCES

STRUCTURE
During Q1 and Q2 of 2022, our focus is on the
technology that makes DX8X nimble, liquid, and
easy to use. We will launch on CoinMarketCap
by the end of Q1. We call this Phase 1.
Phase 2 is about perfecting the business.
Beginning in 2023, we begin the build-out of
becoming our own blockchain that will be
powered by HEMP and natural energy.

Our mission is to build-out the technology and
make it as easy as possible to use DX8 for
everyday transactions. The resources we’ll be
employing are through our relationships within
our vast social media network, Splash of the
Middle East, Boredpuma, and BigToysNFT
collaboration. Also, the hip-hop, house, and rap
industry that extends worldwide with some of
the most world-renowned and legendary
names in production and artistry, along with
FM radio stations worldwide. This allows us to
market our product and build vertical growth.

Structure

Resources

Results
RESULTS

We have met every goal on time in 2021, and our
track record is evident.
Began build of App and web marketplace
Completed pre-sale work with high-volume
cash based businesses and prepared
contracts for technology unveils in Q2.
Began marketing campaign on social media
and through financial blogs.

By the end of Q4 we will:
Begin blockchain development.
Have beat every other app exchange in fees.
Become a worldwide brand.

